Just Fate has Dating / Relationship Case Studies that are positive
upbeat and really interesting stories.
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www.Justfate.co.uk is an online dating and networking site, and we get numerous stories from our
member’s everyday!! We have compiled a few case studies we believe would be fantastic to write about.
All of the people would be willing to be interviewed and possibly photographed. We are hoping there are
some journalists out there who would be willing to do stories on the following upbeat positive and really
interesting stories…
1.We have a member who put up a LIVE BROADCAST up on our site… he had a girlfriend who left him, and
he is so in “love” or infatuated with her, that he has offered to pay women on the site £1500.00 to
seduce his X girlfriends new lover, in the hope that he can win his X back!
2.Recently just fate took 8 lucky people to Miami, for a trip of a lifetime all expenses and
entertainment paid for. They experienced a VIP’s millionaire’s lifestyle and also got quite
acquainted with each other. We had a few success stories from the members who were match made by our
leading Personal Consultant and some of them are now dating or even in love because of the trip. We have
all the members willing to talk about their experience, and also have a lot of photos and video footage
of the whole trip. Just fate takes members away every month.
3.Just fate is in 7 countries around the world and has had two members in professional employment who
were chatting to each other from opposite sides of the globe online. They found out that they were highly
compatible and ended up traveling to meet each other. They have since found out that they went to
pre-school together and both had distinctive roles there that they remembered quite clearly. The guy was
cookie captain and the female was the wake up fairy. JUSTFATE…you decide!
4.A man realised that just fate was being used on his home computer by his wife. He set up a fake
profile (and put up a good looking fake picture) and chatted to his wife during the day online while they
were both at work. This continued for several weeks, till he motioned the idea that he wanted to meet up
for sex. She agreed to meet, and he caught her by SURPRISE when they did. They are now trying to rebuild
their marriage.
To discuss these stories further, or if you are looking for any particular cover story or article, we
would be happy to help you find case studies. We have a database of over 40,000 members and we receive
interesting stories all the time. We would be happy to do this for you.
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